
TESTAMENT OF ERIC P. DOLLARD 
(I) 

 Until now, I have remained silent, for the most part, about events existing in my name. This interval of 
silence allowed for the study of the situation. It has also gave the "NEFARIUM" the ability sing at their natural 
frequency without distraction. 

 Some time ago, I was alerted by an alarmed friend that my name was being used on the Internet 
without my knowledge or permission. I had no idea that an "ericdollard.com" existed, started by someone called 
Muhamed. It sounded like trouble, the material he presented had no relation to reality. This Muhamed verily 
has become trouble in my life. 

 I made an attempt to correct the outlandish statements and other inaccuracies by posting a statement 
of facts. This was done on my T-Rex channel on the Energetic Forum. Then I discovered Muhamed caused it to 
be withdrawn so as to keep active the falsehoods existing in my name. This posting is shown in Appendix (1). 

 Contacting this Muhamed I insisted he see me in person to set things right. When he arrived, I was to be 
engaged in his video session of my Coyote Life in the bushes along with my hostile personality. Little did I know 
that Muhamed would manipulate and distort my statements into a plethora of falsehoods bearing my name.  

 The interval of silence is over. There is a time for silence, a time for singing, for eating, etc., but now is 
the time to bite.  

(II) 

 What follows is a condemnation of those perpetrate miseries upon my life. I am sick of it. These 
perpetrators gather under the name of Aether Force. There are four individuals here so it is natural to call them, 
"The Gang of Four", a metaphor on Chinese History. See Appendix (2). The singular ability of these people to lie 
and connive is truly remarkable. They have gone thru great effort to steal my identity, defame me in public,  
defame me in the minds of my business contacts, and hi-jack my work and effort, mis-directing it into their own 
delusional self-glory. 

 The Gang of Four initially came to "Help Eric", Yes, but then it came time to help themselves to Eric and 
lead me into their quicksand pit. Identifying these people by name is not important now, the heat knows its own 
wickedness. Look at them on Aether Force.  

 In the long run, I am unaffected by their pathological behavior, I do not live in their dimension, nor 
would I want to. My life has no Internet, Twittering, Facebook, Cillyphones & Maggot Pods. I do not watch CNN. I 
live in my Corolla deep in the wilderness of God's Creation. Why should I care about what the Babylon that I 
despise thinks about me, it has as much relevance in my life as the surface temperature of Mars. However, this 
Muhamed is a create of the Criminal Underworld and it is yet to be seen how far he is willing to go.  

(III) 

 It is known that I have undergone situations like this again and again, a continuing dismal cycle. The 
outcome is always the same, everything is looted or destroyed and I am left somewhere destitute. Some 



convincing story follows on how I brought it on myself and deserved what happened to me. And then out of 
destitution, I get snapped up by another batch of reptiles and the process starts all over again. This is normal 
social behavior in America, to rape anyone who has no recourse or defense against predation, especially if you 
have something they covet.  

 However, in this cycle some things are different. Now I am at an age in which a pension is provided, it is 
no longer possible to put me into a state of destitution or helplessness. Now I can migrate even deeper into the 
wilderness with no need to come back out.  

 Something else is different now, something particularly disturbing to the The Gang of Four, it is that a 
few people have decided to come to my defense, and are fighting against the nefarious ones. In reaction, the 
Gang retaliates with defamation and even death threats against those who would defend me, such as would be 
expected from the criminal minded. 

(IV) 

 It is clear that from the start, The Gang of Four never intended to assist me in regaining the ability to 
continue my work, but had covertly planned to discard me once I had served as a stepping stone in their self-
induced narcosis of fame & glory. 

 A certain process is at work here, it has presented itself time and time again. It can be explained by 
analogy as follows: 

THE STORY OF THE GOOSE THAT LAYS THE GOLDEN EGG 

 (1) Track down the goose that lays the Golden Egg, it is elusive and very hard to find. 

 (2) To capture the goose, lure it out of the bushes with irresistible food tidbits until it gets close enough 
to share in a trap. 

 (3) While it is captive, feed it lavishly in order to gain the largest possible Golden Egg. 

 (4) Become anxious and kill the goose, cutting it open to extract possible Golden Egg. 

 (5) Now fling the useless carcass of the goose over the side to be eaten by the crabs and worms.  

 (6) Revel over the egg but discover that since it was not allowed to develop, it is not made of gold, it is 
made of lead. Scrap the lead egg for any kind of redemption value.  

 (7) Curse and denounce the goose for not keeping its part of the "deal" and not showing gratitude for 
the food it received while in captivity. 

 (8) The goose that lays the Golden Egg brought this on itself and deserves its fate, on the ocean floor. 
The crab's delight. 

  



FINISH 

(v) 

 The Gang of Four, and the kindred that have preceded them in times past, represent a distinct sub-
species of the Human Race. This particular sub-species here will be denoted by the term "Haole." The standard 
definition of this term is given in Appendix (3). Its meaning is extended here beyond race, creed, or nationality. 

 Since the Haole exists as an organism, it can be analyzed from a biological standpoint. The primordial 
forces, which drive the Haole are derived from a condition of hormonal imbalance, this caused by glandular 
dysfunction. Toxic environmental conditions and synthetic or degenerate foods act to create this dysfunction. It 
finds expression quite often in sex enhancement drugs in tandem with a six wheel pickup truck. Numerous other 
expressions are possible, as varied as the sub-species itself.  

 What is most notable is the singular ability of this sub-species to lie. The Haole is a most effective liar 
because the Haole can make its own mind actually believe the lie. Moreover, everything in the life of the Haole 
is also a lie, in fact, biologically, the Haole itself is a lie. How this sub-species can thrive is one of the greatest 
paradoxes in science.  

 When this sub-species groups together in numbers it turns the lie into a social disorder. The projected 
normalcy of the social lie, and the individual Haole's hysterical defense of it, creates a particularly dangerous 
situation. This behavioral trait gives this sub-species a hatred for anything not part of its social lie. This is what 
becomes dangerous, each individual Haole becomes its own self-appointed or automatic fascist. With an almost 
religious fervor, the Haole seeks to destroy that which contradicts a specific social life. This is a fascinating 
subject, important to study in today's world. For further analysis, one is directed to the writings of Dr. Wilhelm 
Reich, particularly, "The Mass Psychology of Fascism."  

 As  a Feral Human, for me to engage in any relation with this pathological sub-species always brings the 
same destructive outcome. In accord Haoles are known to main and torture coyotes, if not kill them outright. 
This goes with the pickup truck. The analogy is striking since I live with the Coyotes. 

 The Haole is fraught with disorders in both mind and body and exists as a pathogen, destructive of life 
around it. This creature is best avoided.  

  



(VI) 

 Now we come to the situation of the so called "Lab". The laboratory is the lead egg of The Gang of Four, 
AND I am the carcass of the goose. This so-called laboratory was only a vision of glory brought about by a 
hormonal imbalance. Now it is soon to be another expense and problem in my life, the very thing I did not want.  

 There is another new difference in my life this time around. The destruction of my Mojave Research 
facility in Landers has wiped out my physical resources and left me quite disabled. Everything is gone, even my 
pet coyote. It cannot be replaced there is not more going to R.C.A. for tubes or antenna hardware, or to Bell 
Telephone for repeater parts. Gone are the surplus stores as well as the industries that supplied them. Gone are 
all the renewal Toyota parts as well as the RA and TE cars themselves. Even the 8 foot C.B. antennae have 
vanished. After the Mohave disaster, gone is my massive inventory of these items. And remember, this was 
brought on by all those to came to "HELP ERIC!" Everything has been destroyed in the American tradition. How 
is it going to be possible to replace these items and who is going to pay for it? And then to just lose it all again. 

 So now what I am supposed to do in a "New Lab" that I cannot afford or equip? There were some 
remarkable equipment donations in progress to provide much important equipment but the action of The Gang 
of Four scared off the donors, now there is nothing. Moreover, the defamatory efforts of The Gang will make the 
fundraising difficult. It may be best if the Golden Goose just stay in the bushes, don't you think? 

 However, it would be unfortunate to abandon the situation since a considerable effort has gone into 
getting a building and some important equipment. But this is all quite incomplete and very much more is 
required before something usable develops. How do I pay for this out of my limited income, which only supports 
my feral life and projects? 

 A statement of some of the costs will give the magnitude of the expense. 80 kilodollars has already been 
consumed to get this far, and I must pay for this back to divorce The Gang of Four. This is a good start to finish 
making the building habitable in its environment of noise and pollution is about 15 kilodollars. The materials for 
the electrical system cost about 15 kilodollars. And another 5 kilodollars for labor. Auxiliary equipment and 
transformers made for the transmitters is another 10 kilodollars. Tools, parts and test gear is another 5 
kilodollars. And whatever else, like the operating costs. The grand total of 130 kilodollars. Now where is that 
kind of money to be found, while The Gang disrupts fundraising? 

(VII) 

 Regarding E.P.D. Laboratories, no public fanfare was to be created, it was to be kept somewhat secret. 
E.P.D. Laboratories is intended to be a renewal of certain aspects of Bell Telephone Laboratories. As some may 
know, "The Phone Company" did a little more than just provide telephone service. Bell Telephone Engineering is 
a very important part of my telluric electric wave work. Certain interests are attempting an effort to create an 
"Area 52" out in the dead desert for a telluric system. By its nature, the work of E.P.D. Laboratories is 
confidential, for the most part. The Cosmic Induction Generator is the exception to this.  

 The directors of E.P.D. Laboratories requires some form of Bell System background, and are subject to 
certain security issues. Then it came to pass that Muhamed was to be put on the Board of Directors of E.P.D. 
Laboratories. At this point, The Gang of Four had gone too far and I slammed on the brakes. In retaliation, this 
Muhamed is dragging the name of my efforts thru the gutters of Istanbul and God only knows where else. A 



vision came to my mind upon learning of Muhamed's take-over, and I found its manifestation on the Internet. It 
is his own iconic edification he proudly displays, shown in Appendix (4). 

(VIII) 

 So this is the "State of the Union" and it is N.F.G. As usual, there is nothing I can do about it, and of 
course, "I brought it on myself." Now I am 61, not 19, and the glory days of the U.S. Navy are long distant 
memories. R.C.A. and the Bell System are long dead and statistically, I will also be dead in the not so distant 
future. I am the sole survivor of another world that exists no more, and today's world cares not and knows not 
of that world. Consequently, the engineering infrastructure is also dying. Soon the X-Box Phantasia will become 
a physical manifestation, for the penultimate destructive glory. Tragic, but well deserved. 

 One salvation in my own cycle of events is the increasing public interest and support of my efforts, no 
matter what they might be. This supportive effort has resulted in a considerable amount of new writing, the first 
book will be out soon. When one lives in the bush, mathematics becomes the equipment. Derivatives and 
functions become the components instead of coils and capacitors. I started this on benches in Golden Gate Park 
decades ago, eating out of the trash. These writings now carry the Borderland name. Now adequate donations 
exist for more extensive writing and no digging in the trash for food. 

 But is public support available of the magnitude required to complete and outfit a laboratory building? Is 
it even possible to go one more round, will the world even last that long? Only time will tell. 

73 DE N6KPH 

 

  



Appendix 

(1)  Techzombie's Post - http://www.energeticforum.com/215663-post324.html, Eric's response a couple 
months later, which David Webster deleted without Eric's knowledge or consent - it was recovered: 
http://www.energeticforum.com/225108-post726.html 

(2) The Gang of Four, http://www.energeticforum.com/236780-post1151.html 

 

(3) Definition of Haole, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haole 

(4) Ray Savant's Avatar: http://mlkshk.com/motorcyclesFTW/after/C0PE  
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